
Problems of Broken Family
Family is the basic unit of society. This is the most essential component of a country. Governance will only be effective if the citizens are properly oriented 
with good values and virtues, which is commonly taught by the family.

A home is where a family lives. It may be alternated to the word ‘house’ but a house is more appropriately referring to the material structure, whereas ‘home’ 
refers to the intangible things that bind together the family members. It is the immeasurable love and care that keeps together the mother, father and their 
children.

However, no matter how ideal a family in the terms of their relationship, there are still hardships and misunderstandings that will come along the way. It is just 
part of any relationship anyway. But, the sad part is when one of the family members gave up and the others have no choice but to accept and let go. Thus, the 
family starts to be broken. Broken Family is a family with children involved where parents are legally or illegally separated...whose parents have decided to go 
and live their lives separately for several reasons/problems.

Too many arguments that might lead to divorce and the parents divide their children. But I believe its mostly cause by drugs or money. Too much money leads 
to arguments and greediness which causes to forget about love and divorce. Too poor leads to depression and arguments and feels like they have to split up and 
start over. Drugs messes with someones head and they mostly die or the family leaves that person behind for the cause of the children's growing. But its not all 
parents, some teenagers runs away from home, of course, with their own reasoning. Some parent's children die and it causes them to split. For the cause of the 
child's growing, they divorce and find some place else . Or sometimes, its work. Not working too much or a workaholic may lead up for a broken family. Or if 
someone dies, then of course they're broken inside the most.

Though your answer is very good, I think you miss one detail. Another cause for a broken family, is abuse. Maybe the parents or parent hits the kids, and wife. 
Or maybe the son hits the parents.

I think that is a very big reason in why many family's are broken.

Yes, still there's one detail also that you may include, when the relatives of each party join to the problem or favors a parties (and sometimes it's the parents of 
each party will suggest to them to separate). Or because the husband or wife having an affair. That's why many FAMILIES break up.

maybe one of the reasons of family breake up is the wife is very secretive to his husband for all times, and lack of trust in each parties. And there's one more if 
the wife didn't respect there husband due to high salary compare to a head of the family there will be conflict. And guys lastly Jealousy is one of the big reason 
why there's so many BROKEN FAMILY, but its OK if the wife understands the husband feelings and avoid the person that he' jealous of. But if not we are 
guys only knows what is the next part of our lives.


